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Abstract.

The amount of data kept in computerfiles and databases is srowinq
at a phenomenalrate. At the same time the user$ of these,l'a\n 116
expeeting rnore sophisticated informaiion fi-om them. The prohe,rt
of ciata mining or knowledge discovery has become increasingly
important in 'recent years- There is an enormous wealth -of
information embedded in large data warehouses. Alternatively the
data mining has been called exploratory data analysis, data driven
discovery, and deductive learning. The clustering algorithm which is
one of the data mining algorithms is useful technique for grouping
data points such that poinis wiihin a singie group/eiusier have
similar characteristics
(or close each otheri, while points in different groups are dissimilar.
we used clustering by using the links concepts to measure the
sirnilarity /pr"oximity between a pair of data points. where the Rock
algorithm that employs links and not distances as in the traditional
clustering algorithms that use distances to measure the similarity
between points. The Rock generates better quality clusters and
exhibits good scalability properties which can used io perform the
insert and search operations very fast in addition to presenting the
results of work, we also applied the Rock over variety database.
Key words: Data Mining, Knowledge Discovery
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, Clustering Algorithms
1. Introduction
The problem of data mining or knowledge discovery has become

increasingly important in recent years. There is an enormous wealth

of
information embedded in the large data warehouses maintained by

retailers [7,8,10]. Clustering in data inining is usefu1 to discover

distribution patterns in the underlyrng data. Clustering is a division of

da-,e rnto gioups of similar objecis. Each goiiF called clusier consisis

of objects thui or* similar objects that are similar bet'wsen thernselves

and dissimilar to objects of other groups. Representing data by fewer

faster necessarily' ior.t certain fine detaiis {akin to lossy data

cqmpression), but chives sirnplification, if represents many data

objects by few clusters, and hence it rnodels data by its cluster's' Data

modeiing puts ciustering in a historical perspective rooted in

m.Xnematici, statistics, and nume{ical anal,r,'sis. 
. 
Clusterilg is

unsupervised leaming of a hidden data concept data mining deals with

large databases that irnpose on clustering anatrysis additional severe

cornputational. requirements. These challenges led to the ernergence of

po**rrrrt broadly applicabie data mining clustering methods. From a

pra*ticai perspeciive clusiu:'rrrg piays crn orrisizunii*g roie in rjata

,mining applications such as scientific data exptroration, information

retrieval and text mining, spatial database applicaticns, web analysis,

cRM, Marketing medical diagnostics. conrputational biology and any

others clustering algorithms categorization of ctrrstering algorithms in

neither straightforward nor canonical. In this p*per the classification

closel,v fbr these Algorittrms with main topic {Roctr algorithm) and its

developrnent. "
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LI Plan of Further Presentation
Traditionaliy clustering techniques are brcadly divided in hierarchical

and partitioning l2,B,gl. \--'-
Hierarchical clustering is far&er subdivided into agglomerative and
divisive- The basics of hierarchical clustering include lance Williams's
formul4 idea of conceptual clustering now classic aigorithms SLINK,
coBwEB, as well as newer algorithms cttRE and cFIAMELON. \vtrile
liierarchical algorithms build clusters gradually, partitioning algorithms
eam clusters cirecily.
In doing so, they either try to discover clusters by iteratively relocating
points befween subsets or try to identity clusters as are€rs higrily
populated with data. Algorithms of &e first kind are explained the
partitioning Relocation methods. They are fr.rther categorizing into
probabilistic clustering K-medoids methods (dgorithms pAM, CLARA,
CLARANS and its extension) and -means methods (diffcrent schemes,
initiaiization optimization harrnonic fl:leans, extensions). Such methocis
concentrate on how well points fit into their clusters and tend to build
clusters of proper convex shapes some algorithms word wilh data
indirectly by constructing summaries of data over the attribute, space
subsets. They perform space segmentation these are Grid-Based methods.
They frequently use hielarchical agglomeration as on phase ot'processing.

2. Hierarchical
Hierarchical clustering algorithrns acfr;pllly create a set of clusters.

Hierarchical algorithrn differ in how the sets are created [4,5,8,9]. A kee
data stnrcture called dendrogram, can be used to illustrate the hierarchical
clustering technique and the sets of ditferent clusters. The root in a
dendrogram tree contains one cluster where all elements are together. The
leaves in the dendrogram each consist of a single eiement cluster. Intemal
nodes in the dendrogram represent new clusters formed by merging the
clusters wtnch app€ar as its children in the tree. Each level in the tree is
associated with distance measure which was used to merge the clusters
together. Ail clusters created at a particular levei were combined because
the children clusters had a distance between tlrem less than the distance
value associated with this level in the tree.
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Figine (1) Dendrogram

ouputting the dendr*gram actualxy produces a set of clusters ratherthan
.just one clustering.

Flierarchical clustering metliads are categoi-ized iirto ag#unrcraiive
(bottom-upi and divisive (rop-down). F.n aggloinerative clustering s&rrs
with one-point (singleton) clusters ancl recursiveiy merges hno one-point
{singleton) clusters ard recursively rnerges two or more most appropriate
ctrusten.

A divisive clusteriiig siarls wiih one ciuster of aii riata points anci
recursively splits the most appropriate cl*ster. The process continues until
a stopping criterion {ftequently, the requestetl mrnber k of clusters) is
acfueved.



3. Clawteri,ng Wth Categarical Attributes

to develop the

T{iri:pl algorit}uns do not always work with caregorical data
example (3.1) itlustraiee some problem which exisls when clustering
categorical data. This exarnple hierarchical based centoicl algorithm to
illustrate the probleml [3,4,10]. Exampie (3.1) consider an infonnation
re.tieval system wher* docr:msrg can c+nhin k-e;.**,ords {b++k, ,nat*et,
sun, sand, swirn, read] suppose where are tbur documents where the first
contains the words {book} the second contains {water, sun, sand, swim},
the third contains {watcr, sun, s'irrg read}, and the tburth {sand, read}
using the following Boolearipoints (1, 0, 0, O, q O). {0, l, 1, l,
1, 0). (0 , 1, 1, 0, 1, l). (0, 0, 0, l, 0, l) we can use the Euclidean disrance

Example (3. I ) problems of categorical data

categorical data the disknce between point 2 andi * *, smallest {1,41)
and thus they" are merged. when they are merged we get a cluster
containing {(0, l, l, l, 1, 0). (0, l, l, 0, l, l)} with a centoid of (0, 1,
1, 0.5, 1, 0.5). Notice that at this point we have a distance {iom fhis new
cluster centroid to the original points 1 and 4 being 2.24 and Z
respectively while ttre distance between originat points 1 and 4 is 1.73.
Thus we next merge those points even though ttrey have no keywords in
courmon. So with K:2 we have the following clusters: { { 1,4 } . {2,3} }.Boolean afffibutes themselves are a special case of categoricar athibutes.
The domain of categorical attributes is not limited to simply. True and
false values, but could be any arbikary finite set of,values. An example of
categorical atkibute is color whose dornain includes values such as
brow:r, black, white etc, cl'stering in the presence of such categoricai and

fol adjacency matix of distances.
1I 2 J iI

1 0 2.24 11n 1-a
I. IJ

2 2.24 0 1.41 2

3 2.24 1.41 0 t.73

4 1.73 2 1.73 0



nonnal atfributes is the focus ofthispaper.

4. The Rock Clwterirzg Atgorithm
In this section described the Rock @obust crustering using linKs)clustering algorithrn u&ich belongs to the crass J uggor.rerative

hierarchical clustering algorithms. The steps involved in clustering using
Rock are described in figure (4.1) after drawing a randorn ,u*pL ro,i'
fhe database,

a l*erarciricai ciustering aigoritirm that employs iinks is applied to the
sampled points.

Label data ir,

Figure (3) over view oiRock

Rock algorithm has sorne ceincepts:
1 . Similanty measure between points.

2. llser defined parameter 0.
3. Compare the similarity value with 0.
4. C'olnpute rire pair ofpoinrs to ire neighbors.

_ 5. Compute the link for each point.
5. Clustering Paradigm

This section contain the new clusteri'g moder that is based on the
loli?lr ofneighbors and links 12.,5,gJAf.
5.1Neigl.ibor^r

A point's neighbors are those points that are considerably sirnilar to it"I-et sim(pi, pi) be a similarity function that is normalized and capture the
closeness between the pair of points pi and pj. we assume that sim
assumes values between 0 and 1, with larger outu* indicating that thepoints are more similar given a threshold 0 between 0 and l. pair ofpoints pi" pj are define to be neighbors it the follou,ing holds:Siru(p,, p,) > 0 ...,.....,. t
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In the above equation 0 is a user kfind parameter thx can be used to
contol how close pair of points must be in onder to be cornidering
neighhus. The similarity between the two points (Transactions) -il and
T2 is compute by Jaccrd coefficisrt

".., ft*tr,'T)=m
categoicai data fpicaily is of flxed dirnension and is more struch.irecl
lltan rnarkr:t f:asket data. However it is stii! rrocsihle that in ccrtain reconls
values may by rrrissing for certain attrributes. Tlee proposai to hanelle
categorical attributes rvith missing values by morieiirlg each record with
categorical

a.ftributes as a fensacticn.

F2 I11.!'J t4 F5

Records

Transactions

FI
l)1

n1

ry.
tt

Tt

Pr*eedure compute -- neighbors
Bcgin
i" ForJ=lto lD.lao
2. For /:,I+X to iO, lOo {3. For each X e Ds (D do
4. For each F e Ds (D do{
5. If (X.Atr = y, Atr ) and (X.vat = v_val) then6. Trn=Trn+l
7. an= un*l

Fi.X ] F2.Y



B. else
9. If X*4tr: y. Atr tben

1?: yn: ww +2

12" siw: Trn / un
13. If sim >: d then
14. save the point to its nbrlist
15. l

errd
Algrrithm for computing neighbors to categorical data
with normal dalu sers the proposecl system deais with different

dirnensional records and also it less sfucture lheur categori.rf Or,"Ur"r" j,
no needing for mcldeling each record ra,ith categorical attribul,es as a
transaction. 'Norneal" dara are daa that are drau.vn {come &om) a
population that lms a nomul distribution. This dis{ribution is inarguably
dre inost irnporiart and the mosi Fequentiy used ciissbuticn in bcth fte
thccry and applicaticn of statistics. If x is a nonnal random varjable, the
cornpare befween each value in the first field &om the first reccrd with all

'alues 
in the second record until the value founc{ or the seareh into the

record finished. This {ind the position of the value is roi irnportant as in
categoricai ettdbr$es. This algcrithm iliusiraies tii* coinputing uf
neighbors fbr normal data. The sirnitarify function propr:sed can then be
used to compute the similarities behveen records with ncrmal data rather
than the corresponding kansactions.

Procedure compute * neighbors
Begin
1. For J:t to I ns I Oo
2. ForJ:J+l to in,NAo{
3. For each X e Ds {0 do
4. For each F e Ds (,r) do{
5. If X: Ithen
6. Trn=Trn+l
7. l
f. ,n, : sum ( lnr14 f , lnr(r} ly rru9. sim: Trn / un



10. If sim >= O then
I 1. save the point to its nbrlist
12. l
End

Algorithm for computing neighbors to normal data

5.2 iinks
clustering points based on only the closeness or similarity between them

is noi sirnng enough to distinguish two "not so well-separates,, clusten
because it is possible forpoints in different clusters to be neighbon.
we can define'link (pi, pi) to be the number ofcommon neighbors

behrycen

pi and pj. From the definition of rinks, if foilows ttrar if rink (pi, pi) is
large, ihen if is rnore probabie that pi anci pj beiong to the sarne ciuster.
For characterize the best clusters. If one rould marhemarically chwactenrn
the bcst clusters, then this would aid in the development of argorithms that
attempt to find these good clusters, we present a criterion fLnction. The
best clusters a-re the ones that maximize the varuc cf the criterion
fr:nctio'- we wouki like to maximize the sum of iink (pq, pJ fbr data point
pairs S* p) belonging to a singie cluster and at the same time minimize
the surn oflink (po, pJ, for {po, p) in ditrerent slusten
this leads to ihe following criterion firnction that rve would like to where
cj

denotes cluster i of size ni we use a measue similar to the criterion
function in order to deterrnine the best pair of clusters to merge
at each step of Rock's hierarchicar crustering (ci, ci) ret rink [ci, ci], store
the number of cross linics between clusters ci and.j thut i, link [ci, ci].
then we define the goodness measure g(ci,ci) for merging crustenrci, cil
as

follows.

Link{{ ,g 1gtc,,c )=
(n r+ n')t*''"t' - n1+2'r 

@) 
- nt+z'r(o)



5.3 RockAlgorithm
Rock's hierarchical clustering accepts as input the set s of (n) sampred

points be clustered, and the number of desiied cl'sters K. The proced're
begins by computing the number of links between pairs ofpoints in step.
Initially each point is a separate cluster. For each cluster I, we build a
local heal q[r]. And maintain the heal during the execution of ttrs heal
during the execution of the algorithm. q[i] contains eyery cluster such
that link tlil is ron-zero. The clusters in q[ij are crdered in the
decreasirrg order: of the goodness measure with respect to I, g{ij). The
algorithm also maintains on additional glolal heal e that contains on
additional global heal Q that contairs all the clusters. Furtlrermore the

:lutt T 
in Qare goodness measures. Thus 96, max (qtiD is used to order

the varioris clusters j in e w'here max (q[i]), *. *u* *i-*ent in qfil is the
best cluster to merge with cruster j. At each step the max cluster in e and
the max cluster in q[i] are the best pair of crusters to be merged. The
w'hile-ioap in s-r-p 5 itcrztes uniii tniy k ciusters remain in the gt'bai
heap Q. In addition, it also stops clustering if the number of links between
every pair of the remaining clusters becomes z_ero. ln each step of the
while-loop, the max cluster u is exkacted from e by exhactrnax and q[u]
is used to determine the best cluster v ibr it. since crusters u and v win be
merged, eniries for u and v are no ionger required and can be deleted from
Q. Clusters u and v are then merged
in Step 9 to create a cluster w containing (u + v) points.

procedure cluster(S, k)
begin
1. link := compute* links{S)
2.foreachsesdo
3 q[s] := build_ local* heap(link, s)
4. Q := build *global _heap(S, g)
5. while size(e) > k do {
6. u := extract_ max(e)
7.v:= max(q[u])
B. delete (Q, v)
9. w := merge(u, v)
10. for each x e q[u] U q[v] do {

l0



11. llnk[x, wJ := link[x, uJ + link[x, vJ
12. detete (qlxl, u); deteie(qtxl, vl
13. insert (qlxJ, w, g(f, *lll iiri*rtfqlwl, x, g(x, w))
]{. uOdate (e, x, qiiJ)
15.)
16. insert (e, w, qtwl)
1 7. deailocate (qtul)i.Oeailocate(q[vJ)
18 ) 

\-rt-r/

end ClusteringAlgorithm

6 Concluding remarlu
ln this paper, we have presented a new approach to dearswith normal data, and conclude the followffi 

--'
I' We proposed a new concept of rinks to measure thesimilarity/proximity between a pair oio"t" po*i, *itncategorical and normal attributes.
2. Empioys iinks and not ciistances tor merging crusters

are very encburaging
3' Methods naturaily eitend to non-metric simirarity
measures that are rerevant in situations where a domain
.u:p:ylimitarity tabje is the onty source of knowtedge.
4' ROCK algorithm diseovered almost pure crusters for-

each data base
5. ROCK's perfOrmance to scale quite well for large
databases.
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